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Abstract: With rapid growth of the Internet, how to get information from this huge 
information space becomes an even important problem. In this paper, An 
Intelligence Document Semantic Indexing System : IDSIS is proposed. Some 
new technologies are integrated in IDSIS to obtain good performance. IDSIS is 
composed of four key procedures. A parallel, distributed and configurable 
Spider is used for information gathering; A multi-hierarchy document 
cIassification approach combining the information gain initially processes 
gathered web documents; A swarrn intelligence based document cIustering 
method is used for information organization; A concept-based retrieval 
interface is applied for user interactive retrieval. IDSIS is a concept
associated document sernantic indexing system for information retrieval 
on Internet. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Large quantities of textual data available for example on the Internet pose 
a continuing challenge to applications that help users in making sense of the 
data. We describe here a new approach to automatie text classifying, 
clustering, indexing and topic retrieval. It is designed to overcome a 
fundamental problem that plagues existing retrieval techniques that try to 
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match words of queries with words of documents. The problem is that users 
want to retrieve on the basis of conceptual content, and individual words 
provide unreliable evidence about the conceptual topic or meaning of a 
document. There are usually many ways to express a given concept. The 
literal terms in a user's query may not match those of arelevant document. In 
addition, most words have multiple meanings, so terms in a user's query will 
literally match terms in documents that are not of interest to the user. The 
proposed approach tries to overcome the deficiencies of term matching 
retrieval by treating the unreliability of observed term document association 
data as a statistieal problem. 

2. ARCHITECHURE OF IDSIS 

An automatie document collector is one of the fundamental components of 
IDSIS. The main task performed by this component is the automatic 
gathering of Web documents, which are usually stored locally for further 
processing. A parallel and distributed spider is employed in this system [3]. 
The documents collected by spider are processed by text analyzer including 
parsing and extracting the informative words for classification, concept 
clustering, semantic index generating and so on. Text classifier learned 
knowledge from pre-Iabeled documents and then classified the newly 
documents. An innovative and multi-Iayer classification model is used [4]. 
With the increase of Internet documents, the volumes of some directors 
become larger. To decrease the search space for retrieval by directory, we 
provide a document Clustering algorithm based on Swarm Intelligence and k
Means: CSIM [6]. CSIM gives the class description for each cluster. With the 
assistance of concept space, the system could help the searchers to find most 
relevant terms and retrieve most relevant documents by using these terms. In 
our system, we incorporate these two methods to generate concept space. We 
use Chen's[2] method to generate the concept space of specific domain and 
use HowNet [7] to generate the concept of general domain. By building the 
concept semantic space, IDSIS can broad or locate what they most want. 
Users can not only browse all documents belong some directory, but also 
gives the association concepts with the class concept in the directory way. 
IDSIS will return its association concepts and documents related the few 
words provided by users. Meanwhile, users mayaiso filter some documents 
by setting the documents' class. Limited by the paper length, we only briefly 
introduce two parts of IDSIS. They are text classification and clustering. 
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3. TEXT CLASSIFICATION: INFORMATION 
INITIAL PROCESSING 

After the web pages are crawled by Spiders, they will be classified 
automatically. To calculate term weight, the TF.IDF approach[5] consider 
two factors: TF (term frequency) and IDF (inverse document frequency).We 
introduces the concept of Information Gain from Information Theory, i.e., the 
document collection D is regarded as an information source according with 
some probability distribution, and the amount of information provided by one 
term (the importance of the term) in text classification can be obtained by 
considering the information gain between the information entropy of 
document collection and the conditional entropy of the term, then we can 
combine this amount of the information into the formula of calculating term 
weight. 
The amount of information of term T k can be calculated using the following 
formula: IGk=H(D)-H(D/Tk), Where H(D) is the entropy of the document 
collection D:H(D)=-I. deD P(d,)xlog 2 P(d;), H(D/Tk) is the conditional 
entropy of term Tk: H (D'I Tk ) = - I.deD P(d, I Tk ) x log 2 P(d, I Tk ) , P(dj ) is the 
conditional probability ofthe documimt dj : P(dd = wordfreq (a;) 

I.; wordfreq (d I ) 
, where wordfreq( d j) is the sum of all the term frequencies in dj • Then 
TF.IDF formula can be revised as folIows: 

tf Ik x loge N In k + 0.01) x IG • 
W Ik --;========================= If. (tflk)2 x [Iog( N In. + O.OI)x IG .]2 

V .. I (1) 
We also propose an approach of multi-hierarchy text classification based on 
VSM, i.e., all classes are organized as a tree according to some given 
hierarchical relations. The basic insight supporting our approach is that 
classes that are attached to the same node have a lot more in common with 
each other than else classes, so the models of these classes will be based on a 
small set of features. In the test phase, we collect 21,430 documents 
downloaded from some famous web sits in China such as SINA, FM365 as 
training set. The corporation collects 11062 documents as testing set. There 
are 34 classes. The average precision is 84.20%. 

4. TEXT CLUSTERING: SEMANTIC 
INFORMATION ORGANIZATION 

We propose a document Clustering algorithm based on Swarm Intelligence 
and k-Means: CSIM in this paper. Swarm Intelligence is defined as any 
attempt to design algorithms or distributed problem-solving devices inspired 
by the collective behavior of the social insect colonies and other animal 
societies [1]. The main idea of CSIM is that: firstly, documents are denoted 
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by Vector Space Model, and each vector regarded as a data objeet is 
randomly projeeted onto a plane. Secondly, each simple agent(ant) pereeive 
the swarm similarity of current object within the loeal region by formula (2), 
and compute the picking-up or dropping probability, and act according to this 
probability. Clusters will visually form on the ant-work plane through simple 
agents' collective actions. Then, clusters results are collected from the plane 
by a reeursive algorithm. Finally, an iterative partitioning phase is employed 
to further optimize the results. A formula of measuring the swarm similarity 
between a pair of documents is showed as formula (2). 

!(dj ) = L 1 m\ "J (2) [ 
IO*(I-si...ld. d .))] 

OjeNeigJ(r) a 

where Neigh(r) denotes the local region, it is usuaIly a rounded area with a 
radius r. d( 0i' 0 j ) denotes the distance of document vector 0i with 0 j in the 
space of attributes. It is usually cosine distance. The parameter Q is defined 
as swarm similarity coefficient. The functions to eompute picking-up or 
dropping probability are two lines with a slope k. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, an all-sided solution for information retrieval on Internet 
(lOSIS) is proposed. Coneept search is a trend of information retrieval. 
IOSIS partially realized a concept-associated seareh by efficient information 
organization. IOSIS covers all procedures of information retrieval on 
internet, i.e. information gathering, information organization and information 
querying. 
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